
Global 4 

The last Emperor is a Bio Picture made in 1987 about the life of PuYi. 

The film opens in 1950 with Pu Vi's re-entry into the Just-proclaimed People's Republic of China as a political prisoner and war crimlnsl, 
having been captured by the Red Army when the Soviet Union entered the Pacific War In 1945 (see Soviet Invasion of Manchuria) and 
been In their custody for the past five years. Puyi attempts suicide, which only rendars him unconscious. In a flashback. apparently 
triggered as a dream, Puyl relives his first entry Into the forbidden City. 

The next section of the film is a series of chronological flashbacb shOwing Puyi's early life: from his royal upbringing, to the tumultuous 
period of the early" Chinese Republic. to his subsequent exile. his Japanese-supportad ~ reign of Menchukuo. and then his capture by 
the SOViet army - all of which are Intermixed with flash-fol'Wlll"ds portraying his prison life. Under the "Communist re-educatlon 
program" for political prisoners. Puyi is coerced by his interrogetors to formally renounce his forced collaboration with the Imperial 
Japanese invaders for war crimes during their occupation of China during the war. Anally, after a heated discussion with the camp 
commandant and upon watching a propaganda film detailing the wartime atrocities committed by the Japanese. Puyl recants his previous 
stance and is set free and rehabilitated by the governmant In 1958. 

The concluding section of the film ends with e Hash-forward to the mid-19GOs during the Mao cult and the beginning of the Cultural 
Revolution. By now. Puyi has become a simple gardener who lives apeasant proletarian axistence. On his way home from work. he 
happens upon a Red Guard parade. complete with children playin music on accordions and dancers who dance the rejection of 
landlordism by the Communists. His prison camp commander. his only friend during his incarceration. Is forced to waar a dunce cep and 
a sandwich board bearing punitive slogans. and Is one of the political prisoners now punished as an anti-revolutionary in the parade. 

Puyllater visits the ForbIdden City as an ordinary tourist. There he meets an assertive little boy wearing the red scarf of the Pioneer 
Movement. The young Communist orders Puyi to step away from the throne. However, Puyl proves to the boy that he Is Indeed the 80n of 
Heaven. proceeding to approach the throne. There, Puyl discovers the GD year old pet cricket he kept as a child and gives it to the child. 
Aml!zed by the gif~ the boy turns to talk to Puyl. but the emperor has diseppeared. 

The film ends with a tour guide leadIng a tour In front of the throne, where the guide sums up Puyi's life in afew, brief sentences. 
concluding that he died In 1987. 

I.Describe the Forbidden City and how the Emperor Is treated. 

2.How does the Emperor react to seeing another child ( his brother)? 

3.What are some of the topiCS he discusses with his tutor? How does the tutor view the Emperor? 

4.What are some reforms the Emperor tries to man( just in the Forbidden city)? Do you think he did enough? Could he have done more? 

5. How Is PuYI treated In Communist jail by the other prisoners? By the guerds? 

B.Describe the Cultural revolution scene. Why Is the jail governor punished by the red guards? 
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